Fused coupler forming with a single-mode fiber (SMF) and a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is one of the solutions for optical coupling from a light source to a PCF. In this paper, we presented coupling characteristics of a fused fiber coupler formed with an ordinary SMF and a PCF having air hole collapsed taper. A prototype of SMF-PCF coupler with air hole collapsed taper was fabricated using CO 2 laser irradiation. The coupling efficiency from SMF to PCF was −6.2 dB at 1554 nm wavelength in the fabricated coupler. The structure of the SMF-PCF coupler to obtain high coupling efficiency was theoretically clarified by beam propagation analysis using an equivalent model of the coupler with simplification. It was clarified that appropriately choosing the prestretched or etched SMF diameter and the length of air hole collapsed region was effective to obtain high coupling efficiency that was a result of high extinction ratio at cross port and low excess loss. We also demonstrated that the diameter of prestretched SMF to obtain high coupling efficiency was insensitive to the air hole diameter ratio to pitch of the PCF in the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler.
Introduction
A photonic crystal fiber (PCF) that has air holes around the center of its cross-section exhibits various interesting characteristics not seen in conventional optical fibers, such as an endlessly single mode, an extremely high/low nonlinearity, a flexible dispersion controllability, and a high birefringence [1] . Because of those unique properties, PCFs have been applied to functional fibers especially for dispersion compensations [2, 3] and nonlinear fiber optics [4] [5] [6] [7] . Recently, applications of PCFs as transmission lines also have been expected featuring PCF properties such as an endlessly single mode and a flexible dispersion controllability since low loss PCFs had been developed [8] [9] [10] .
In a PCF application, an optical coupling from a light source to the PCF is important. Using a lens is the simplest solution for the optical coupling. However, a precise alignment of the light source, the lens, and the PCF facet is required. Using an ordinary single-mode fiber (SMF) is another solution for the optical coupling to the PCF, where the SMF is spliced to the PCF and the light is coupled to the PCF through the SMF. The advantages of the optical coupling using the SMF are an easy alignment and long time stability compared with that with the lens. An arc fusion splice or a butt joint with V-groove is usually used for splices of SMFs and PCFs. In the fiber splices, a mode field diameter mismatch and a Fresnel reflection at the boundary of the claddings cause splice losses. It had been reported that controlling air hole diameter is effective to reduce splice loss [11] [12] [13] . A damage of facet by high optical intensity is another problem in the fiber splice, especially in the splice of an SMF to a functional PCF using high nonlinearity such as a PCF for supercontinuum (SC) generation.
One of the solutions is a fused coupler forming with an SMF and a PCF. In [14] , an optical coupling in the SMF-PCF coupler was reported, where the air holes were remaining in the coupler taper. However, a fiber coupler formed with PCF is essentially lossy even though the air holes are not collapsed since a fundamental mode cutoff is caused in a PCF taper [15] . Moreover, the prestretched SMF diameter should be carefully chosen to match effective indices of both fibers before coupler fabrication because the effective index of the 2 Advances in OptoElectronics air hole remaining PCF strongly depends on PCF parameters such as an air hole diameter and an air hole pitch. Hence, an SMF-PCF coupler with air hole collapsed taper is worth investigating for a connection method of an SMF and a PCF. It is expected that the prestretched SMF diameter to obtain high coupling efficiency is insensitive to the PCF parameters since the air holes are collapsed in coupler taper.
In this paper, we investigate coupling characteristics of SMF-PCF couplers with air hole collapsed tapers. A prototype of air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler is fabricated using CO 2 laser irradiation technique, and an optical coupling from SMF to PCF is confirmed. The structure of SMF-PCF coupler to obtain high coupling efficiency from the SMF to the PCF is theoretically clarified. We also demonstrate that the diameter of prestretched SMF to obtain high coupling efficiency is insensitive to the ratio of air hole diameter to pitch of the PCF in the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler and clarify the wavelength characteristics of the coupler. The possibility of etching for SMF diameter reduction as an alternative technique of prestretch is examined.
Fabrication of SMF-PCF Coupler
We fabricated SMF-PCF couplers with air hole collapsed tapers using CO 2 laser irradiation technique. Since this technique can precisely control the energy to heat fiber, it is suitable for PCF device fabrications in which the states of air holes are controlled [16, 17] .
The coupler fabrication setup is shown in Figure 1 . A pulsed CO 2 laser with 14.285 kHz repetition frequency was used for SMF-PCF coupler fabrications. The CO 2 laser beam was irradiated to fibers through two cylindrical lenses to focus the beam in radial direction to fibers and to defocus the beam in longitudinal direction to fibers. The diameter of the beam on fibers was ∼1 mm in radial direction to fibers and was ∼14 mm in longitudinal direction to fibers. We used an ordinary telecommunication SMF (Corning SMF-28e) and a PCF with 6 air hole rings. A photograph of the PCF crosssection is shown in Figure 2 . The pitch of air holes was ∼5.0 m and the diameter of air holes was ∼3.0 m except for ten large air holes with ∼4.8 m diameter surrounding the core and two small air holes elliptically. The cladding diameter of the PCF was ∼123 m. In the experiment, the prestretch of the SMF to match effective indices was not performed because we would like to confirm the possibility of optical coupling from the SMF to the PCF.
In the SMF-PCF coupler fabrications, the CO 2 laser beam was irradiated for 100 seconds to fuse the SMF and the PCF before elongation. After the fiber fusion, the fibers were elongated for 300 seconds with 60 m/s elongation speed while the CO 2 laser beam was irradiated. Since the temperature of CO 2 laser irradiated fiber is decided by the laser power density and the fiber diameter, the irradiated laser power density was temporally changed as shown in Figure 3 to make the fiber temperature constant so that the air holes were collapsed and that the fiber deformation due to low viscosity could be avoided.
A prototype of air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler could be fabricated. Figure 4 shows photographs of the fabricated SMF-PCF coupler taper side view. It is found that the air holes of the PCF are collapsed in the taper transition region. The taper length of the SMF-PCF coupler defined as the distance between the points of 10% diameter reduction was ∼18 mm, and the length of the taper waist was ∼5.5 mm. Here, the length of the taper waist is defined as the distance between the points of 10% diameter increment from the minimum diameter. The minimum fiber diameter at the taper waist was ∼0.09 times of the fiber diameter before elongation. The diameter of the SMF was slightly smaller than that of the PCF at the taper waist. The length of the air hole collapsed region was ∼12.8 mm.
We measured the coupling characteristics using the setup shown in Figure 5 . The light from the laser diode was launched into port 1 (SMF). The extinction ratios at port 3 (straight) and port 4 (cross) were estimated as 100 × 3 /( 3 + 4 ) [%] and 100 × 4 /( 3 + 4 ) [%], respectively. Here, 3 and 4 are the output powers at port 3 and port 4. The extinction ratio at port 3 was 11%, and that at port 4 was 89%. It was confirmed that optical coupling from SMF to PCF was obtained. The excess loss defined as −10 log[
was 5.7 dB, where 1 is the input power. Considering the excess loss, the coupling efficiency from SMF to PCF was −6.2 dB.
Since the air holes are collapsed in the middle of coupler taper, the guided light can be easily lost in the case of contact with another material of compatible or higher refractive index. Hence, the SMF-PCF coupler should be packaged to avoid the contact of the coupler taper with another material in the use of the coupler. One of the solutions is covering the coupler taper with a hollow tube, where both ends of tube are sealed.
The coupling efficiency obtained in the experiment (−6.2 dB) is not sufficient in practical use. In the next section, we theoretically investigate the coupling characteristics of SMF-PCF couplers to clarify the optimum coupler structure for high coupling efficiency, that is, high extinction ratio at cross port and low excess loss.
Theoretical Analysis of SMF-PCF Coupler
Optical characteristics of SMF-PCF coupler can be obtained by calculating a light propagation in SMF-PCF coupler. The analysis model of the SMF-PCF coupler is shown in Figure 6 . The shaded region of the PCF indicates that air holes are collapsed. The incident light is launched into port 1. We assumed that the taper profile along could be expressed by the following function for the range of as − /2 ≤ ≤ /2 ( : length of the tapered region):
where ( ) is the major diameter of the coupler at axial position , 0 is the initial diameter of coupler, and min is the minimum diameter at the center of coupler taper ( = 0). 0 is the scalar length of the taper. As mentioned in the previous section, the length of the tapered region is defined as the distance between the points of 10% diameter reduction. It had been reported that the taper profile of the fused coupler using CO 2 laser irradiation technique could be approximated by (1) [18] . In the taper profile, the relation between 0 and is 0 ≃ 1.3 . col is the length of air hole collapsed region in coupler taper.
In the tapered region of the coupler, the air hole remaining PCF cross-section was replaced to the step index fiber cross-section with hexagonal inner cladding as shown in Figure 7 (a), where it was assumed that the air holes in PCF cross-section had the same diameter for simplicity. We think that this assumption is roughly valid because the incident light is launched into port 1 of the SMF, and the optical coupling between SMF and PCF mainly occurs in the air hole collapsed region; hence it is considered that the existence of large air holes does not much affect the coupling characteristic of air hole collapsed coupler. The refractive index of the inner cladding is given as cl = FSM / , where FSM is a propagation constant of fundamental spacefilling mode and is a wave number in vacuum [19] . The propagation constant FSM at the axial position can be calculated using the air hole pitch Λ( ), the air hole diameter ( ), the wave number , and the indices of materials (pure silica and air). The air hole pitch Λ( ) was assumed to be Λ( ) = [ ( )/ 0 ]Λ 0 , where Λ 0 is the original air hole pitch before elongation. The air hole diameter ( ) was assumed as
where col is the major diameter of the coupler defined as air holes which are collapsed for ( ) ≤ col . A side length of the hexagonal inner cladding is given as ( ) = (2 + 1)Λ( )/2, where is the number of air hole rings. The radius of the PCF core with refractive index 0 at is defined as ( ) = Λ( )/ √ 3 [20] . The air hole collapsed PCF cross-section was treated as the cross-section of pure silica rod as shown in Figure 7 (b). The radius of the SMF core with refractive index In the light propagation analysis, we replaced the SMF-PCF coupler to the equivalent slab waveguide coupler using effective index method [21] . Examples of effective index profiles in the cross-section of coupler taper are shown in Figure 8 . The light propagation in the equivalent slab waveguide coupler was calculated using the finite difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) [22] [23] [24] . We can obtain the extinction ratios at the output ports, the excess loss, and the coupling efficiency from port 1 to port 4 using the calculated field distribution at the end of SMF-PCF coupler taper. As described in the previous section, the extinction ratios at port 3 and port 4 are defined as 100 × 3 /( 3 + The parameters for numerical calculation are listed as follows. The operating wavelength was selected as 1550 nm. The refractive index of pure silica, that is, the material of the SMF cladding, the PCF core, and the PCF outer cladding, was chosen as 0 = 1.4443 considering the operating wavelength. The refractive index of the SMF core was 1 = 1.4487. The outer medium is air; hence the refractive index of the outer medium is = 1. The initial cladding diameter of the SMF was chosen as 2b S0 = 112∼125 m considering prestretch before coupler fabrication to match the effective indices (the propagation constants) of SMF and PCF in the coupler taper. The initial core diameter of the SMF was 2 0 = 8.2 m × 2 0 /125 assuming to use an ordinary single-mode telecommunication fiber, where the unit of 2 0 is m. The initial cladding diameter of the PCF with 6 air hole rings was 125 m. The initial air hole diameter and pitch of the PCF were 3 m and 5 m, respectively (i.e., the ratio of air hole diameter to pitch /Λ = 0.6). The length of the tapered region of the SMF-PCF coupler was 20 mm. Figure 9 shows coupling efficiencies for the length of the air hole collapsed region col (shown in Figure 6 ) with various SMF diameters. The degree of fusion defined as ( )/( ( ) + ( )) and the elongation ratio min / 0 were set as 0.85 and 0.1, respectively. It is found that the coupling efficiency strongly depends on SMF diameter. Maximum coupling efficiency was −2.3 dB for col = 0.7 with 112 m SMF diameter. Properly selecting prestretched SMF diameter reduces the asymmetry of effective indices between SMF and PCF in the coupler taper. That makes the extinction ratio at the cross port higher; hence large coupling efficiency can be obtained.
As shown in Figure 9 , the coupling efficiency becomes lower as the length of the air hole collapsed region is shorter except for 125 m SMF diameter. It is also found that there is a dip around col ∼ 0.71 in each relation of the coupling efficiency and the length of the air hole collapsed region. To discuss these results, we calculated the extinction ratio at the cross port (port 4) and the excess loss for the length of the air hole collapsed region. The results are shown in Figure 10 , where the SMF diameter was 112 m. As the length of the air hole collapsed region is shorter, the extinction ratio at cross port is lower and the excess loss is larger. It is considered that the low extinction ratio is induced by the effective index mismatch between the SMF and the air hole remaining PCF in the coupler taper. The large excess loss is induced by the fundamental mode cutoff [15] in the air hole remaining PCF taper. The reason of the coupling efficiency dip around col ∼ 0.71 is the excess loss increment. It is considered that the excess loss increment is caused by the radiation at the taper transition region in which there is a boundary of "air hole remaining" and "air hole collapsed".
To examine the origin of the excess loss, the evolution of the intensity distribution was plotted. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the intensity distribution. Parameters for numerical calculation are similar to those for calculation of the extinction ratio and the excess loss shown in Figure 10 . It is found that radiations are generated after propagation through the tapered region. The radiations that are the origin of excess loss are generated in the modal conversions at the taper transition region of the side of output ports. In the coupling region, there is a mode displacement along theaxis. The displacement can be explained as an intermodal interference in the coupling region. Since the diameters of fibers are decreased by elongation and the air holes of the PCF are collapsed in coupler taper, the coupling region operates as a multimode waveguide with an air cladding. In the taper transition region of the side of input ports, the incident core mode of SMF is converted to a cladding mode that excites more than one guided mode of the coupling region. In the taper transition region of the side of output ports, the guided modes are converted to the cladding modes of SMF and PCF, and they are converted to the core modes. In the modal conversion from the cladding modes to the core mode, the mismatch components are converted to radiation modes. It is considered that properly designing the taper profile and the length of the air hole collapsed region is effective to reduce the radiations caused by nonadiabatic modal conversions. The dependence of air hole diameter ratio to pitch of the PCF for coupling characteristics was also examined. Figure 12 shows coupling efficiencies for the length of the air hole collapsed region col with various air hole ratios, where the SMF diameter, the degree of fusion, and the elongation ratio were 112 m, 0.85, and 0.1, respectively. It is found that ∼ −2.3 dB of coupling efficiency can be obtained for each air hole ratio. Hence, it was clarified that the prestretched SMF diameter for high coupling efficiency was insensitive to the air hole ratio of the PCF in the SMF-PCF coupler with air hole collapsed taper. This is an advantage of the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF couplers compared with the SMF-PCF couplers with air hole remaining tapers because the prestretched SMF diameters should be carefully chosen for the air hole ratios in the air hole remaining coupler fabrications.
Wavelength characteristics of coupling efficiency were examined. The numerical result is shown in Figure 13 , where the taper length, the SMF diameter, the degree of fusion, and the elongation ratio were 20 mm, 112 m, 0.85, and 0.1, respectively. The length of the air hole collapsed region was chosen as 0.7 . The FWHM of the coupling efficiency was ∼84 nm. The reason of the coupling efficiency decrement apart from the wavelength of the efficiency peak was the decrement of the extinction ratio at cross port. It is caused by the wavelength dependence of the fiber effective indices.
Etching of SMF cladding is considered as another solution to reduce SMF diameter for propagation constant matching in coupler taper. The possibility of the etching was theoretically examined. The degree of fusion and the elongation ratio were chosen as 0.85 and 0.1, respectively. The initial cladding diameter of the SMF was chosen as 2b S0 = 112∼ 125 m while the initial core diameter was 2a S0 = 8.2 m. The initial air hole diameter and pitch of the PCF were 3 m and 5 m, respectively. Coupling efficiencies for the length of the air hole collapsed region col are shown in Figure 14 . It was confirmed that etching the SMF cladding was also effective for propagation constant matching. Maximum coupling efficiency was −2.6 dB for col = 0.7 with 112 m SMF diameter.
In the theoretical studies, we clarified that the coupling efficiency to the cross port in the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler can be maximized by appropriately choosing the SMF diameter and the length of air hole collapsed region. In our numerical examples, up to −2 dB coupling efficiency could be obtained.
Conclusions
In this paper, coupling characteristics of SMF-PCF couplers with air hole collapsed tapers were investigated. A prototype of the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler was fabricated using CO 2 laser irradiation. It was confirmed that the Advances in OptoElectronics coupling from the SMF to the PCF could be obtained. The coupling efficiency was −6.2 dB at 1554 nm wavelength. Theoretical studies were performed to obtain high coupling efficiency in the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler by beam propagation analysis using an equivalent model of the coupler with simplification. It was clarified that appropriately choosing the prestretched or etched SMF diameter and the length of air hole collapsed region was effective to obtain high coupling efficiency that was a result of high extinction ratio at cross port and low excess loss. In our numerical results, up to −2 dB of coupling efficiency could be obtained. It was found that the SMF diameter for high coupling efficiency was insensitive to the ratio of air hole diameter to pitch of the PCF. It is an advantage of the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler compared with the air hole remaining SMF-PCF coupler. Wavelength characteristics of the air hole collapsed SMF-PCF coupler were examined. FWHM was ∼84 nm in our numerical result. Experimental verifications of the theoretical results are future issues.
